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Speedup of 6-42x for various topologies with MKL!
High level to deep dive – not to scale!
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1  Note

This manuscript is submitted to NIPS 2017 "Deep Learning at Supercomputer Scale" workshop.

2  Introduction

We explore scaling of the standard distributed Tensorflow [1] with GRPC primitives on up to 512 Intel® Xeon Phi™ (KNL) nodes of Cori supercomputer [2] with synchronous stochastic gradient descent (SGD), and identify causes of scaling inefficiency at higher node counts. To our knowledge, this is the first demonstration of scaling GRPC TensorFlow to tens of thousands of nodes.
Contributions

- First exploration of distributed GRPC Tensorflow’s scalability on a HPC supercomputer at such large scale.
- Tested Tensorflow on up to 512-1024 nodes.
- Provide detailed analysis of inefficiencies in the current distributed algorithm and its implementation.
Systems

- CORI Haswell
  - Two sockets, each socket is populated with a 16-core Intel® Xeon™ Processor E5-2698 v3 ("Haswell") at 2.3 GHz

- CORI KNL
  - A single-socket Intel® Xeon Phi™ Processor 7250 ("Knights Landing") processor with 68 cores per node @ 1.4 GHz
Tensorflow Resnet50 scaling with dummy data on KNL CORI

83% at 128 workers

Scales well to 128 workers with >80% per worker efficiency!

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, visit Intel Performance Benchmark Limitations.
Tensorflow Resnet50 scaling with dummy data on KNL CORI

Efficiency drops to 23% on 512 workers.

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, visit Intel Performance Benchmark Limitations.
Summary of findings!

Sub-optimal use of interconnect bandwidth at various levels!

1. Distributed algorithm uses centralized servers for gradient averaging. Creates a bottleneck at certain interconnect links.
   - Load imbalance among PS tasks hinders their efficient scaling.

2. Underlying communication primitive GRPC is currently inefficient on Cori's high-speed interconnect. Uses TCP-IP socket communication!
Why Tensorflow?

- Open source software library from Google for dataflow programming

Source: http://deliprao.com/archives/168
Continued... Tensorflow Popularity

Scaling Experiments for Tensorflow

- Synchronous SGD.
- Weak scaling experiments – keep batch size per worker fix.
- A relatively deeper and compute heavy network Resnet50 and a light weight HEP-CNN network.
- Use relatively large batch size of 128 images;
  - Keeps the fraction of time spent on communication low.
- Perform detailed analysis with dummy instead of real data to avoid any potential I/O 26 bottlenecks.

Designed experiments to test scaling limits of Tensorflow at large node counts!
Why ResNet-50?

Details of ResNet-50

- State of the art deep learning network for classification task on natural images such as Imagenet dataset.
- It is a deep network with 54 convolution and 1 fully connected operations.

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Convolution layers</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fully connected layer</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total number of trainable varaibles</td>
<td>~ 25.5 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Size in MB</td>
<td>~ 100 MB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Resnet50 is a deep network and puts pressure on interconnect bandwidth!
HEP-CNN – Gradient parameters

- Fairly representative of the deep learning networks used in the science community.
- Number of layers = 6
  - 5 convolution layers.
  - 1 fully connected layer.


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Kernel Sizes</th>
<th>Total params</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'conv1_w'</td>
<td>3 3 3</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'conv2_w'</td>
<td>3 3 128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'conv3_w'</td>
<td>3 3 128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'conv4_w'</td>
<td>3 3 128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'conv5_w'</td>
<td>3 3 128</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fc1_b'</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'fc1_w'</td>
<td>128 2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Parameters</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total MB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Light weight CNN with ~593K trainable parameters with 2.26 MB size!
Tensorflow – Synchronous SGD

All reduce operation among workers with centralized servers.
HEP-CNN Network – Scaling on KNL CORI

For the light weight HEP-CNN network, 1 PS suffices for 256 workers.
ResNet-50 – Efficiency vs. workers
Tensorflow – Synchronous SGD

The communication time increases as $O(\text{number of workers})$.

All reduce operation among workers with centralized servers.

Network Bandwidth Bottleneck?
Tensorflow – Synchronous SGD

All reduce operation among workers with centralized servers.
Resnet50 – Scaling Parameter Servers on KNL CORI

Per worker efficiency does not significantly increase beyond 32 PS tasks!
Load Imbalance Among PS Tasks – Resnet50

- Resnet50 – Total number of trainable parameters 161.
  - 53 conv kernel tensors
  - 53*2 1D vectors for batch-norm
  - 1 fc-weight 2D tensor + 1 fc-bias 1D vector.
- 99% of total size is located in 54 variables – kernel for conv and weight for fc layer!
- NO chunking of variables.
- One variable can only be assigned to a single PS task.

Total number of large trainable variables determines the PS scalability!
Resnet50 scaling with dummy data on KNL CORI

Scales well to 128 workers with >80% per worker efficiency, but efficiency drops to 23% on 512 workers.

Performance tests and ratings are measured using specific computer systems and/or components and reflect the approximate performance of Intel products as measured by those tests. Any difference in system hardware or software design or configuration may affect actual performance. Buyers should consult other sources of information to evaluate the performance of systems or components they are considering purchasing. For more information on performance tests and on the performance of Intel products, visit Intel Performance Benchmark Limitations.
GRPC an efficient communication protocol on high-speed interconnects?

- Uses TCP-IP
- Doesn't go through the software layer to use high-speed Cray Aries interconnect.
- Crude estimates show 5-6x gap in communication time with 1 PS and 16 workers w.r.t. the peak achievable!
Summary of findings!

Sub-optimal use of interconnect bandwidth at various levels!

1. Distributed algorithm uses centralized servers for gradient averaging. Creates a bottleneck at certain interconnect links.
   ▪ Load imbalance among PS tasks hinders their efficient scaling.

2. Underlying communication primitive GRPC is currently inefficient on Cori's high-speed interconnect. Uses TCP-IP socket communication!
Outlook and Future Work

- Potentially, more efficient all-reduce algorithms such as ring or tree-reduction can better utilize the network bandwidth.
  - No need to allocate extra nodes as parameter servers.
  - No load imbalance issue.
- MPI communication layer is capable of utilizing the HPC high-speed interconnects.
  - Replacing GPRC with MPI layer should lower down the time spent in communication.
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